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When using Cloud Services, contents and resources 

are no longer so close to end users. 

So, it is essential to provide good quality in the 

connectivity in order to ensure top user experience.

With our service you can connect the public clouds 

directly to your private network, improving 

performance and security. Using Cloud Connect 

instead of Internet prevents network congestion, 

and avoids packet drops, suboptimal routing and 

latency variations in order to achieve the best 

results in terms of throughput. End to end latency 

and availability are also warrantied by SLA.



FEATURES

Our Cloud Connect service is available for AWS, Azure, 

Google, Salesforce, Oracle, IBM Cloud and Alibaba Cloud 

enabling users to enjoy the best Multi-Cloud experience!

+ MORE

You get scalable bandwidth options, starting 

at 50 Mbps and extending to

10 Gbps, in order to make your cost structure 

more efficient.

Unsurpassed service availability and 

performance with access to a 24x7x365 

Expert Technical Support.

We provide a unique service delivering an 

end-to-end secure solution encrypted from 

customer premise to the cloud infrastructure 

to maximize the protection and 

confidentiality of your critical data. 

Next-generation connectivity to the Cloud with 

our highly-ranked SDN Network and resilient 

Enterprise WAN connectivity service.  

We are a technology partner of AWS, Azure, 

Google, Salesforce, Oracle, IBM Cloud and 

Alibaba Cloud: allowing its customers and 

partners to connect to the content of this 

ecosystem optimally and economically. 

Mix and match your cloud applications by connecting 

to any or multiple of the world’s leading providers and 

accessing best-of-breed services. Connect to multiple 

cloud regions from a single connection with greater 

security and privacy than traditional networking 

solutions.

SCALABLE BANDWIDTH ADVANCED SECURITY

SERVICE OFFERING 24x7x365 DEDICATED

EXPERT SUPPORT &

LOCAL ATTENTION

NEXT

GENERATION

CONNECTIVITY

FLEXIBLE & 

ELASTIC 

MULTI-CLOUD

SOLUTIONS

US: 1.877.918.3526   
MX: 01.800.228.3526

O�ering innovative, customer-driven communication 
solutions for telecom carriers and blue-chip enterprise 

customers throughout the Americas. 


